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Abstract: 

 

The picture of women in old Arab proverbs attracts attention and 

many question about its nature، as it has great effect on Arabic culture 

until now. It is a part of the cultural inheritance that forms Arab mind. As 

this issue wasn't researched previously in this way، it became important 

to understand details about her life in the past، which contains positivisms 

and negativisms expresses the values and thoughts of Arabs around her. 

The research cared for old proverbs to try to reach a true social literary 

view، arises of the deepness of society any literature، as proverbs 

connected strongly to both sides. The research handled stylistic study for 

proverbs، which tries to analyze its linguistic styles to reach some of the 

stylistic functions on it. It has depended on old proverbs books since pre-

Islamic time to 5 A.H. to limit the study and as this period reflect a pure 

Arab view about women. It limits to texts and proverbs that mentioned 

women clearly and combined between the different narrations for it and 

mentioned what can be useful to extract the joint features on them. The 

study has a preface that shows the importance of the topic، its 

methodology and its sources and an introduction interested in cognitive 

rooting of proverbs and what was written about it. After that there is three 

chapters. The first deals with women's view in general on proverbs in two 

topics: the first topic about the positive picture and the second about 

thenegative picture. The second chapter is about the picture of woman 

related to man in four topics for four main rules played by women: wife، 

mother، daughter and other relatives. The third chapter deals with 

linguistic analysis for proverbs in five topics، around the proverb and 

lingual contact، displacement، grammatical rhetoric between sentence and 

context and picture. In addition to the epilogue that mentioned the results 

of the research.  
 


